We are pleased to invite you to the Thematic Roundtable that is organised by the OECD Anti-Corruption Division in the framework of the Global Roundtable on Business Integrity. It will bring together prominent speakers from OECD and non-member public and private sectors to discuss the following questions: What drives corporate compliance? Do the reasons differ across regions or between OECD and non-OECD countries? How can we further level the global playing field for companies and to promote integrity?

**Introduction:** Olga Savran, OECD Anti-Corruption Division  
**Moderator:** Nicola Bonucci, Partner, Paul Hastings, B20 Italian presidency task force  
**Speakers:**

**Enforcement as a driver for compliance**

- **Fernando Dyer,** Chief Risk and Compliance Officer, Grana y Montero SAA, Peru  
- **Tetiana Kyryk,** Chief Compliance Officer, Kyivstar, Ukraine

**Investor and Market demand for business integrity**

- **Jinu Koola,** Norwegian Investment Bank  
- **Chiawen Kiew,** Office of the Chief Compliance Officer, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development  
- **Alice Lim,** London Metals Exchange, the United Kingdom

**Collective actions/Certifications**

- **Mrs Amanda Rocha,** Alliance for Integrity Network, Brazil, Member of Mais Integridade Seal Committee, in partnership with the Ministry of Agriculture  
- **Mr Soji Apampa,** The Convention on Business Integrity, Nigeria

**Building integrity through supply chain engagement**

- **Mr. Ertugrul Onur,** Coca Cola Turkey
Biographies


**Nicola Bonucci, Partner, Paul Hastings, B20 Italian presidency task force** - Bonucci previously served as the Director for Legal Affairs for the OECD. He has been one of the most prominent international voices in anti-corruption and anti-bribery, having led the OECD’s efforts in this area for more than two decades. In advising clients, Mr. Bonucci draws on his international experience with compliance programs, investigations, and anti-corruption issues across various legal systems, as well as his deep knowledge of intergovernmental and multilateral processes.

**Fernando Dyer, Chief Risk and Compliance Officer, Grana y Montero SAA, Peru** - Dyer has over 30 years of experience in ethics, anti-corruption, anti-money laundering, sanctions compliance and audit issues across Europe, Latin America, Asia and the Middle East. Dyer led worldwide, regional and country teams at DHL International and Japan Tobacco International, and was consultant to the HSBC bank and the World Economic Forum.

**Chiawen Kiew, Office of the Chief Compliance Officer, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development** - Kiew oversees investigations of corruption, fraud, and other misconduct in EBRD-financed projects and advises the Chief Compliance Officer on fraud and corruption risk mitigation measures and international policy concerning anti-corruption measures as well as enforcement practices of multilateral development banks. Previously, Kiew worked at the Anti-Corruption Division of the OECD.
Jinu Koola, Norwegian Investment Bank - Koola was previously at the U.S. Treasury for five years, and served as the U.S. Financial Attaché to India from 2015-2017. Jinu has a broad range of policy and research experience from the World Bank, the Gates Foundation, and MIT’s Poverty Action Lab. Jinu received a B.A. and M.A. from Harvard University. She is a Term Member at the Council on Foreign Relations.

Tetiana Kyryk, Chief Compliance Officer, Kyivstar, Ukraine - Kyryk is a business lawyer with more than 20 years of experience in managing of legal functions in international and Ukrainian companies such as Carlsberg Ukraine, KPMG Ukraine, BUNGE Ukraine.

Alice Lim, London Metals Exchange, the United Kingdom - Lim works within the CEO office and the Sustainability team at the London Metal Exchange. Her role looks at responsible sourcing, sustainability and new strategic projects. Since joining the LME in 2019 from Morgan Stanley, she has led the work on responsible sourcing engagement, working with just under 500 brands in 57 countries.

Ertugrul Onur, Coca Cola Turkey - Onur has been serving as the General Counsel of Coca-Cola İçecek (“CCI”) since 2007. He is also currently the Head of CCI Ethics and Compliance Committee at CCI and Chairperson of the Board of Ethics and Reputation Society in Turkey. He established the CCI Compliance & Ethics Program and served as CCI Ethics and Compliance Officer between 2013 and 2016.
Amanda Rocha, Alliance for Integrity Network, Brazil, Member of Mais Integridade Seal Committee, in partnership with the Ministry of Agriculture - Rocha is Network Manager Brazil & Digital Coordinator at the global program Alliance for Integrity. Bachelor of Laws and postgraduate degree in international trade from Fundação Getúlio Vargas (FGV). Professional with wide experience as governance specialist, compliance and international cooperation.

Olga Savran, Manager, Anti-Corruption Network for Eastern Europe and Central Asia, Anti-Corruption Division, OECD - Savran leads the programme of peer review known as Istanbul Anti-Corruption Action Plan, business integrity work and the network of law-enforcement officials and studies on criminalisation of corruption. She also contributes to other global relations programmes of the OECD Working Group on Bribery, including the Asia-Pacific Anti-Corruption Initiative and other regional and global activities. She started her career with the OECD in 1996, and over the past years was involved in public governance reforms in the OECD member states as well as in the transition economies.